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and Department of Physics, Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, Gansu 73oo00, People’s 
Republic Of China 
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Abstract. In a particular frame moving at the electron velocity along the axial direction, 
photon statistics and squeezing properties are discussed for a wiggler-bee free-electron 
laser under the weak-coupling and small electron-remil limits. It is shown that a wiggler- 
free bee-electron laser is more powerful than a wiggler-pumped free-electron laser for 
conventional experimental parameters. 

~ ~ 

Cyclotron radiation by relativistic electrons in an external static and uniform magnetic 
field can be generated in two kinds of devices: gyrotron [l, 21 and wiggler-free free- 
electron laser [3-51. The electrons spiral on a helix in both devices, and the main 
difference between the two kinds of devices is that the perpendicular electron velocity 
is much larger than the parallel component of electron velocity in the gyrotron, but 
the opposite is true in the wiggler-free free-electron laser. Recently, Zhang has 
shown, through a classical manipulation [6], that Madey’s theorem [7] is valid for a 
gyrotron. Fu and Lee [SI have given the spherical Raman-Nath equation for gyrotron 
radiation starting out with the induced dipole moment. Moreover, Soh [5] has 
obtained the quantum mechanical gain of the wiggler-free free-electron laser. In this 
short paper, analogous to the quantum approach in the wiggler-pumped free-electron 
laser [9-141, we give the spherical Ramau-Nath equation for, and discuss the photon 
statistics and squeezing properties in, a wigger-free free-electron laser. 

In the laboratory frame, we consider a beam of axial relativistic electrons 
propagating through an axial uniform magnetic field and a radiation field is induced. 
The vector potentials of these fields are 

where 
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K, and w, are the wavenumber and frequency of the radiation field, respectively. The 
single-electron Hamiltonian is 

H =  [mic4+ c z ( P -  eA)'lUz (3) 
where c is the speed of light in vacuum, mo is the rest mass of the electron, e is the 
electron charge, P= (Px, Py, Pz) is the canonical momentum of the electron, and 
A =Ao +A,. After performing a Lorentz transformation from the laboratory frame to a 
particular frame moving at the electron velocity us along the axial direction, one can 
conclude that the electron motion is non-relativistic in the moving frame and obtain 

x' = x  (4) 

Y ' = Y  

z'=yo(z-uzot) 

k' = 7 0  ( K,-- :) W ,  

~ ' = Y o ( W r - ~ s K )  (9) 
where yo= 1 - (O~~/C')]-'~, and the primes represent the physical quantities in the 
moving frame. Then the single-electron Hamiltonian is 

H' = [mtc4+ c2(P' - eA')ql" 

P" e(Ab+A;)-P' eZAiZ ez(A:-A'o) 
2m m 2m m 

where m= [mi+ (ezA~2/~Z)]1~2. As in [9-111, one can quantize the laser field through 
the following transformations 

+- + (10) =mc2 +- - 

and quantize the electron transverse motion through the commutator [x;, P;l] =ihd,, 
then obtain the Hamiltonian for the electron-field system in the moving frame 

H=mc2+-  (w +o,) +-+hwa: a,+hw,T+T- h E 
2 2m 

-h(w,~)"Z[a~~-e- '"+ urT+eiT (13) 

where the primes are dropped from now on with the understanding that all physical 
quantities refer to the moving frame; w,=eBolm is the cyclotron frequency, 8= 
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e2/2m@eo V is the coupling constant, and the electron transverse motion is described 
by the operators 

(15) 

with the commutator [T- ,  T,] = 1. It is easy to obtain the three constants of motion 
from the Hamiltonian (13) 

a:a,+ T+T_ =constant (16) 
hk 

@,+-(a:u,- 2 T+T-)=constant (17) 

xljY-yPz-ha:u,=constant. (18) 
The above formulas represent the conservation of the quantum number, axial linear 
momentum, and angular momentum of the system, respectively. 

If we start from an initial state with electron axial momentum Po, and the electron 
transverse motion and laser field are in coherent states with a mean number of quanta 
lamu/* and photons la,,lz, respectively, then the state at any time t can be written as 

where I is an integer enumerating the emitted photons, and CZ", is the probability 
amplitude for interchanging 1 photons in the presence of n, electron transverse quanta 
and n, laser photons, respectively. Substituting (13) and (19) into Schrodinger's 
equation 

a 
~a,J1V(4)=Hl?llo) (20) 

we obtain the spherical Raman-Nath equation for a wiggler-free free-electron laser 

d 
dt 

i-cc" 16 nr= (Pl+vI2)c;g", 

- n[d(n ,  + I + 1) (nT - I )  CZ;~ + d(n,  + I )  (n,  - I + I ) c ~ Z $ J  (21) 
where n=(m,Q)"Z, p = ~ - w c - ( k P o / m ) ,  v=hk'/Zm. The above spherical 
Raman-Nath equation is analogous to that well known in the wiggler-pumped free- 
electron laser [9-141. To simplify further discussion, we assume that the initial laser 
field is in vacuum, that is a,,=O. Following the procedure as in [12-141, under the 
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limit Ipl%v, Q 4 0 ,  am-+-, with .ZaTo=constant 8, we can obtain the average 
photon number 

(1) = ( ~ ( 0  I d 4  Y(J 

where 6 = -pf /2 .  Formula (23) means that Madey's theorem [7] is also valid for a 
wiggler-free free-electron laser. The gain is proportional to the quanta of electron- 
transverse motion and its maximum occurs at 0-=1.3. In the laboratory-frame 
variables, the laser frequency corresponding to the maximum-gain condition is 

where L is the interaction length in the laboratory frame. So the laser frequency is 
Dopplerup-shiftedin therelativisticcase. Forexample, foryo=3 (or4), udCc,  Bo=l  
(or 1.5)T, and L=lOO (or 5O)cm, we have w,--2y0o,=3.5~10" (or 7XlO")H.q 
these are in the millimetre-wave region. However, in the non-relativistic case, U s<<c, 
yo=l ,  we have or-o,-(2.6u,dL);  these are in the centimetre-wave region for the 
same guide-field magnitudes given above. 

There exists a critical value of relativistic factor y,=w,/2wc for a wiggler-free free 
electron laser. The positive gain corresponds to super Poissonian (bunching) for 
yo>yc (or e>O), the negative gain corresponds to sub-Poissonian (antibunchmg) for 
yo<yc (or e<O), and the zero gain corresponds to the maximum spontaneous 
emission and Poissonian for yo=yc (or O=O). Similar, well-known results have been 
obtained for a gyrotron where the laser frequency is Doppler down-shifted and the 
critical value of the relativistic factor in the transverse dimension i s  yc=w,/w,. The 
relation between the sign of the gain and photon statistics in a wiggler-free free- 
electron laser can be explained following the physical argument given by Becker and 
McIver [9] for a wiggler-pumped freeelectron laser. By analogy, we can understand 
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formula (25). If an electron emits a laser photon, the electron momentum changes hk, 
or, emitting one laser photon would cause the uncertainty hZkZ in the electron 
momentum. So the average electron spread should be the uncertainty of the electron 
momentum caused by emitting a laser photon, times the probability of emitting one 
laser photon (or spontaneous emission). 

The ratio between the maximum gains of the wiggler-free and wiggler-pumped [9- 
141 free-electron lasers is 

maximum gain of wiggler-free free electron laser 
‘=maximum gain of wiggler-pumped free electron laser 

where N, represents the strength of the wiggler field. In the laboratory-frame 
variables, we have 

where K, is the wavenumber of the wiggler and B ,  is the strength of the wiggler. 
Suppose the initial transverse energy hw,lam12 of the electron motion be the non- 
relativistic classical equilibrium energy -$d” of the electron vertical motion, approxi- 
mately, then one can obtain 

For conventional experimental data, V,/c=lO%, BW=0.0S-0.5T, &=k/K,-  
2-10cm, and eB,lmcK,=5 x lo-’ or less, so we have 

531. (29) 

The wiggler-free free-electron laser is more powerful than the wiggler-pumped free 
electron laser. 

Finally, we give some discussion on the nonlinear nature of the spherical 
Raman-Nath equation (21) caused by the term vZ2. Following the procedure given in 
[16-191, one can derive the equation (10) of [20]. If the Lie elements defined in these 
references were constant operators, we could solve the differential-difference equa- 
tion (21) through the transformation (11) of [20]. Recently, it has been found that 
these Lie generators are not invariant, so such a procedure needs to be amended. In 
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principle, the spherical Raman-Nath equation can be solved using the 
Baker-Hausdorff formula. First, we  make the transformation 

It is easy to obtain an invariant operator from (37)-(39) 
I (Y+ -Y-) -ivY;-i[p+ v(nT-n,)]Yz= constant operator. 

I M ; ~ " , )  = exp{-iv@-it[,u + v(nT- n,)]Yz +Id+ -Ld-)IM;&",). 
So the solution of (36) is 

The next step is to expand the right-hand side of (41) using the Baker-Hausdorff 
formula. However, we do not carry out the tedious manipulation here. 
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